IV. Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation

I.

WIND AND SHADOW

This section describes wind and shadow conditions in San Francisco in general and at the Fairmont Hotel
site. It evaluates potential wind and shadow effects that could result from implementation of the proposed
project. Specifically, this section discusses shadow effects on public parks, publicly-accessible private
open spaces, and sidewalks. It describes wind effects of the proposed project in relation to pedestrian
comfort, sitting area comfort, and wind hazard criteria adopted by the City and County of San Francisco.

SETTING
WIND
Wind Conditions in San Francisco
Winds in San Francisco are generally from the west, off the Pacific Ocean. Wind speeds, in general, are
greatest in the spring and summer and least in fall. Daily variation in wind speed is evident, with the
strongest wind in the late afternoon and lightest winds in the morning.
Wind speeds within cities vary at pedestrian levels. In San Francisco, wind strength is generally greater
along streets that run east-west because buildings along those streets tend to act as a channel for winds.
Streets running north-south generally tend to have lighter winds, on average, because of shelter offered by
buildings located on the west side of the street.
Building Aerodynamics
Ground-level wind accelerations near buildings are controlled by exposure, massing, and orientation.
Exposure is a measure of the extent that the building extends above surrounding structures into the wind
stream. A building that is surrounded by taller structures is not likely to cause adverse wind accelerations
at ground level, while even a small building can cause wind problems if it is freestanding and exposed.
Massing is important in determining wind impact because it controls how much wind is intercepted by the
structure and whether building-generated wind accelerations occur above ground or at ground level. In
general, slab-shaped buildings have the greatest potential for wind problems. Buildings that have unusual
shapes or utilize set-backs have a lesser effect. A general rule is that the more complex the building is
geometrically (varying wall planes), the lesser the probable wind impact at ground level.
Orientation determines how much wind is intercepted by the structure, a factor that directly determines
wind acceleration. In general, buildings that are oriented with their wide axis across (obstructing) the
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prevailing wind direction will have a greater impact on ground-level winds than a building oriented with
its long axis in the direction of the prevailing wind.
Conditions at the Project Site and Vicinity
The project site is on the eastern flank of Nob Hill where building heights range between 3 and more than
26 stories. Because of its elevation, Nob Hill in general is exposed to prevailing winds from the
northwest, west-northwest, west, and west-southwest directions. The steep slope down to the east along
California and Sacramento Streets means that structures on the eastern side of the site are somewhat
sheltered from prevailing winds by existing buildings as well as elevated terrain. 1 Directly south of the
project site, across California Street, are the 10-story Stanford Court Hotel and the 19 to 20-story Mark
Hopkins Hotel. Directly to the east, across Powell Street, are the four-story University Club and three
residential apartment buildings, ranging from three to nine stories in height. Therefore the sidewalks
along Sacramento, Powell, and California Streets are sheltered from prevailing winds due to the slope of
the site and sheltered by the Fairmont Hotel complex. The residential apartment buildings located across
the street on the north and northwest sides of the project site, with the 10-story Brocklebank apartment
building at the corner of Mason and Sacramento Street, and the Pacific Union Club are also exposed to
prevailing winds.

SHADOW
The Recreation and Park Department owns the following open space properties in the vicinity of the
Fairmont Hotel tower:
Huntington Park (1/2 block west of the project site)
St. Mary’s Square (3 blocks [0.3 mile] east of the project site)
Chinese Recreation Center (2 blocks [0.2 mile] north of the project site)
Maritime Plaza (1 mile east of project site)2
Willie “Woo Woo” Wong Playground (2 blocks [0.2 mile] east of the project site)
Portsmouth Square (5 blocks [0.5 mile] northeast of project site)

1

2

Ballanti, Don, 2009, Wind Impact Evaluation for the Fairmont Hotel Revitalization and Residential Project, San
Francisco. June 1. This document is available for review at the Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite
400, as part of Case No.2008.0081E.
While Maritime Plaza is within the overall shadow fan of the existing and proposed tower, it is not within the
shadow analysis fan for the representative times of day for the four seasons and therefore not shown in Figures
IV.H-1 through IV.H-4
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REGULATORY SETTING
WIND
CEQA does not list any specific criterion for the evaluation of wind effects of a project. The City of San
Francisco, however, has established standards and criteria for the evaluation of wind impacts. To provide
a comfortable wind environment for people in San Francisco, the City has established specific pedestriancomfort, sitting-area-comfort, and wind-hazard criteria to be used in evaluating development proposed for
certain areas of the City and near downtown (C-3 districts) under Section 148 of the Planning Code.
Section 148 of the Planning Code sets comfort levels of 7 mph equivalent wind speed for public seating
areas and 11 mph equivalent wind speed for areas of substantial pedestrian use. The project site is located
in an RM-4 district, therefore the criterion set forth under Section 148 do not apply.
For the purposes of CEQA, San Francisco’s pedestrian wind hazard criterion is one occurrence per year
of winds greater than 36 miles per hour (mph) represents a significant adverse wind impact in the
Downtown C-3 district (and other specific districts within the city). However, this criterion does not apply
to the project site because it is located within an RM-4 district. For purposes of this analysis, the project is
considered to have a potentially significant impact if the exposure, orientation, and massing of the
structure is expected to substantially increase ground-level winds in pedestrian corridors or public spaces
within or near the project site.

SHADOW
Planning Code Section 295, the Sunlight Ordinance (adopted in November 1984, pursuant to voter
approval of Proposition K), regulates new shadows cast on open spaces. Section 295 generally prohibits
the issuance of building permits for structures over 40 feet that would cause new shadow on open spaces
under the jurisdiction of, or designated to be acquired by, the Recreation and Park Commission, and that
would have a significant adverse impact on the use of such open space during the period between one
hour after sunrise and one hour before sunset. The Planning Commission, in consultation with the General
Manager of the Recreation and Park Department, has the authority to determine that new shadows cast by
a proposed development would not have a significant or adverse impact on the use of an open space.
In 1989, the Planning Commission and the Recreation and Park Commission adopted criteria pursuant to
Section 295 for evaluating the significance of new shadow on 14 parks3 in the general downtown area.
3

San Francisco Planning Commission. 1989. San Francisco Planning Commission Resolution 11595, Summary of
Shadow Impacts and Absolute Cumulative Limits, February 7.
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The absolute cumulative shadow limit is set at 0.1 for Huntington Park, and 0.0 for Willie “Woo Woo”
Wong Playground.4, 5

IMPACTS
SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLDS
The thresholds for determining the significance of impacts in this analysis are consistent with the
environmental checklist in Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines, which has been adopted and
modified by the San Francisco Planning Department. For the purpose of this analysis, the following
applicable thresholds were used to determine whether implementing the proposed project would result in
a significant impact to wind and shadow. The project would have a significant wind and shadow impact if
it would:
I.a

Alter wind in a manner that substantially affects public areas; or

I.b

Create new shadow in a manner that substantially affects outdoor recreation facilities or
other public areas.

PROPOSED PROJECT
The project sponsor proposes to demolish the existing Fairmont Hotel tower and podium structure and
construct a 26-story residential tower and a five-story mid-rise residential component, both above a
five-story podium structure. The residential tower would be approximately 317 feet in height, while the
mid-rise component would measure 105 feet tall, including the podium structure. The new residential
tower would be located on the northeastern corner of the site above the five-story podium structure and
would enclose the north side of the podium courtyard. The mid-rise residential component would enclose
the podium courtyard along the east and south sides. In addition, an 11-foot-tall mechanical penthouse
would extend above the tower.6 With the mechanical penthouse, the proposed tower would be
approximately 328 feet in height. A 45-foot-tall flag pole is also proposed above the mechanical
penthouse. As with the existing hotel tower, the proposed residential tower would exceed the maximum
allowable plan dimension in the east-west direction under the applicable “E” bulk limits by 16 feet.
The mid-rise residential component would also exceed the maximum allowable plan dimension by
165 feet and for the portion of the mid-rise component above 65 feet in height, the building would exceed
the maximum diagonal dimension by 160 feet.

4

Ibid.
The Chinese Playground was renamed to Willie “Woo Woo” Wong Playground.
6
Per Planning Code Section 260(b)(1)(A)(B), mechanical penthouses are exempted from the height measurement.
5
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The exterior design of the podium structure would incorporate vertical recesses and balconies.
The proposed residential units in the tower component would also include exterior building elements,
such as stacked balconies with recessed alcoves.

IMPACT EVALUATION
Impact WS-1 The proposed project would not alter wind in a manner that substantially affects
public areas. (Less than Significant) [Criterion I.a]
To assess the proposed project’s wind impacts, a wind memorandum was completed in June 2009.6
The wind memorandum summarized findings regarding the probable wind impacts of the proposed
project, taking into account the proposed project’s exposure, massing, and orientation and the impacts on
ground-level wind accelerations as compared to the existing 317-foot tall hotel tower and five-story
podium structure. The project site is not subject to the wind criteria for C-3 districts, as discussed above
on p. IV.I-3 under “Regulatory Setting”. These criteria do not apply to the project site, where pedestrianlevel winds are less affected by the surrounding cityscape. However, this analysis qualitatively evaluates
the potential for the proposed project to create hazardous wind conditions at the project site. For purposes
of this analysis, the proposed project would result in a potentially significant wind impact if the exposure,
orientation, and massing of the proposed structure would substantially increase ground-level winds in
pedestrian corridors of public spaces within or near the project site.
The wind memorandum concluded that the proposed residential tower would extend above the wind
profile created by the historic 1906 Fairmont Hotel into prevailing winds but that the location, orientation,
and dimensions of the proposed residential tower would be similar to those of the existing hotel tower
with the following exceptions. The bulk of the “step down” portion of the proposed residential tower
would extend slightly farther to the south, thereby increasing the width of its western face, which would
intercept slightly more wind than the existing hotel tower. The slightly wider profile of the proposed
tower would only affect wind conditions between the 17th and 21st floors. Due to building cut-outs and
setbacks at the 17th and 20th floors, the amount of wind intercepted by the proposed residential tower
would be essentially unchanged compared to the existing tower.
The existing and proposed podium structures are both five stories tall and therefore, no changes to
ground-level winds would occur as a result. The proposed five-story mid-rise residential component
above the five-story podium structure would total 10 stories tall and would not affect ground-level wind
conditions, because these structures would be within the wind profile created by the historic 1906
6

Ballanti, Don, 2009, pp. 1-3.
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Fairmont Hotel. As described previously, the steep slope down to the east along California and
Sacramento Street results in the eastern side of the project site being somewhat sheltered from prevailing
winds. Due to the slope and the wind profile created by the historic 1906 Fairmont Hotel, the mid-rise
residential component and podium structure would not affect wind conditions. Potential changes in wind
conditions with the new mid-rise residential component would occur well above the ground level
(between 17th and 21st floors), and would not affect pedestrians at street level. 7 In addition as described on
p. IV.I-2 under “Conditions at the Project Site and Vicinity”, due to the steep slope down towards the east
along California and Sacramento Streets, existing structures and sidewalks on the eastern side of the site
are somewhat sheltered from prevailing winds by existing buildings and the elevated terrain.
The condition would continue with the proposed project.
The proposed interior changes to the historic 1906 Fairmont Hotel would have no impacts on wind.
The proposed podium courtyard would be sheltered from all wind directions by the mid-rise residential
component, residential tower, and historic 1906 Fairmont Hotel, and would not be affected by wind.
Given the exposure, massing, and orientation of the proposed project, the project would not substantially
increase ground-level winds in pedestrian corridors or public spaces within or near the project and thus
would not alter wind in a manner that substantially affects public areas. Therefore, the proposed project
would have a less-than-significant wind impact.
Impact WS-2 The proposed project would not create new shadow in a manner that substantially
affects outdoor recreation facilities or other public areas. (Less than Significant)
[Criterion I.b]
Section 295 of the Planning Code was adopted in response to Proposition K (passed November 1984) in
order to protect certain public open spaces from shadowing by new structures during the period between
one hour after sunrise and one hour before sunset, year round. Section 295 restricts new shadow on public
spaces under the jurisdiction of the Recreation and Park Department from any structure exceeding 40 feet,
unless the Planning Commission finds the impact to be less than significant and not adversely affecting
usability of the public space. To determine whether this project would conform to Section 295, a shadow
fan was prepared by the Planning Department and a shadow study analysis was prepared by an
independent shadow consultant.8 Shadows from the proposed project would be within the area cast by the
existing hotel tower. The proposed residential tower and mid-rise residential component would not result
7
8

Ballanti, Don, 2009, p. 3.
CADP, 2009, Fairmont Residential Project San Francisco, CA Shadow Analysis, November 30. This document is
available for review at the Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, as part of Case No. 2008.0081E.
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in net new shadow. This analysis included potential shadow cast by the project on public open space in
the area of potential impact and whether there would be net new shadows cast from the proposed
residential tower and mid-rise residential component compared to the existing hotel tower. Shadow
simulations were prepared for representative times of day for the four seasons: winter solstice (December
21), when the sun is at its lowest zenith (high point in the sky above the horizon); summer solstice (June
21), when the sun is at its highest; and the spring and fall equinoxes (March 21 and September 21,
respectively), when the sun is at its midpoint. The times selected for analysis were 10:00 AM, 12:00 PM,
and 3:00 PM Pacific Standard Time (pst). Figure IV.I-1: December 21 Shadow Patterns, Figure IV.I2: March 21 Shadow Patterns, Figure IV.I-3: June 21 Shadow Patterns, and Figure IV.I-4:
September 21 Shadow Patterns, pp. IV.I-8 to IV.I-11, depict shadows from the proposed residential
tower and mid-rise residential component. Shadows from existing structures are shown in gray while net
new shadows are depicted in black.
As noted above, the proposed residential tower would be approximately 317 feet in height, while the midrise component would measure 105 feet tall, (including a 50-foot-tall podium structure); thus, Section 295
would apply for both project components. Nearby public spaces, under the jurisdiction of the Recreation
and Park Department, within the shadow fan of the proposed project include Huntington Park, St. Mary’s
Square, Chinese Recreation Center, Maritime Plaza, Willie “Woo Woo” Wong Playground, and
Portsmouth Square. Also near the project vicinity is the Hooker Alley Community Gardens, owned by the
DPW (not subject to Section 295 of the Planning Code). While Maritime Plaza is within the shadow fan
of the project site and potential net new shadow from the proposed project could reach this plaza, it is not
within the shadow projection for the representative times of day (10:00 AM, 12:00 PM, and 3:00 PM) for
the four seasons and therefore not shown in Figures IV.I-1 through IV.I-4.
As shown in Figure IV.I-1, at 10:00 AM on December 21 shadow from the proposed project would
extend three blocks to the northwest to the intersection of Mason and Washington Streets, shading small
portions of streets and sidewalks of Sacramento, Clay, and Washington Streets. At noon on December 21,
shadow from the proposed residential tower would extend two blocks slightly east of northward. The
shadow would extend to the intersection of Powell and Washington Streets, shading portions of streets
and sidewalks on Powell, Sacramento, Clay, and Washington Streets. At 3:00 PM on December 21
shadow from the proposed project would extend approximately three blocks to the northeast. Project
shadow would extend just northeast of the intersection of Jackson and Grant Streets, shading portions of
streets and sidewalks on Powell, Sacramento, Joice, and Clay Streets, as well as Stockton, Jackson,
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Figure IV.I-1
December 21 Shadow Patterns
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Figure IV.I-2
March 21 Shadow Patterns
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Figure IV.I-3
June 21 Shadow Patterns
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Figure IV.I-4
September 21 Shadow Patterns
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Washington, and Grant Streets. As shown in Figure IV.I-1, the shadow from the proposed project would
not reach any open spaces subject to Section 295 and would fall within existing shadows and would not
result in net new significant shadows on December 21 during the representative times of day.
As shown in Figure IV.I-2, at 10:00 AM on March 21, shadow from the proposed project would extend
approximately one block northwest to the mid-block of the east sidewalk of Mason Street between
Sacramento and Clay Streets. The shadow would shade portions of the street and sidewalk on Sacramento
and Mason Streets. At noon on March 21, shadow from the proposed residential tower would extend onehalf block to the north. The shadow would extend just shy of Clay Street, shading portions of street and
sidewalk on Sacramento Street. At 3:00 PM on March 21, shadow from the proposed project would
extend three blocks eastward. The shadow would extend just north of the intersection of Kearny and
Sacramento Streets. The proposed project would shadow the streets and sidewalks of Powell, Sacramento,
Stockton, Grant, and Kearny Streets. As shown in Figure IV.I-2, the shadow from the proposed project
would reach Willie “Woo Woo” Wong Playground at 3:00 PM on March 21; however, this area is already
shaded by existing structures during this time as shown in Figure IV.I-2, and would not result in net new
significant shadow on March 21 during the representative times of day.
As shown in Figure IV.I-3, at 10:00 AM on June 21, shadow from the proposed project would extend
approximately one- half block northwest. The shadow would shade portions of the street and sidewalk on
Sacramento Street. At noon on June 21, shadow from the proposed project would extend just across
Sacramento Street, shading portions of the street and sidewalk on Sacramento Street. At 3:00 PM on June
21, shadows from the proposed residential tower would extend approximately one-quarter block east, just
beyond the intersection of Sacramento and Powell Streets. The shadow would shade a small portion of the
street and sidewalk on Powell and Sacramento Streets. As shown in Figure IV.I-3, the shadow from the
proposed project would not reach any open spaces subject to Section 295 and would fall within the
existing shadows and would not result in net new significant shadow on June 21 during the representative
times of day.
As shown in Figure IV.I-4, at 10:00 AM on September 21, shadow from the proposed project would
extend approximately one block northwest to the east side of Mason Street, mid-block between
Sacramento and Clay Streets. The shadow would shade portions of the street and sidewalk on Sacramento
Street and a small section of the sidewalk on the east side of Mason Street. At noon on September 21,
shadow from the proposed residential tower would extend across Sacramento Street shading a portion of
the street and sidewalk on Sacramento Street. At 3:00 PM on September 21 shadow from the proposed
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project would extend three blocks slightly north of eastward. The tip of the shadow would extend just
north of the intersection of Kearny and Sacramento Streets. The proposed project would shade
neighboring rooftops as well as the streets and sidewalks of Powell, Sacramento, Stockton, Grant, and
Kearny Streets. As shown in Figure IV.I-4, the shadow from the proposed project would reach Willie
“Woo Woo” Wong Playground at 3:00 PM, however this area is already within existing shadows at this
time. As shown in Figure IV.I-4, the shadow from the proposed project would fall within the existing
shadows and would not result in net new significant shadow on September 21 during the representative
times of day.
The shadow analysis shows that there would be no net new shadow impacts from the proposed project on
open spaces subject to Section 295.9 Therefore, no net new shadow impacts would occur at Huntington
Park, St. Mary’s Square, Chinese Recreation Center, Maritime Plaza, and Portsmouth Square. Shadow
from the proposed project would be on areas that are currently already shaded by the existing hotel tower
or by other nearby structures. As discussed previously, the shadow from the proposed project would reach
Willie “Woo Woo” Wong Playground at 3:00 PM on March 21 and September 21. However, this area is
currently shaded by existing structures and the proposed project would have no net new significant
shadow impacts on Willie “Woo Woo” Wong Playground. In addition, no net new shadow impacts would
occur on other public open spaces not subject to Section 295, such as Hooker Alley Community Gardens
(under DPW jurisdiction), or other publically accessible recreational or open space, and sidewalks in the
project vicinity. The proposed project would result in less-than-significant impacts related to shadow.

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS
Projects that are under construction, proposed, or reasonably foreseeable in the future include the
23 dwelling units at 850 Bush Street, 23 dwelling units at 851 California Street, 15 dwelling units at
1001 California Street, and two dwelling units at 915 Jackson Street. These proposed projects do not
involve new construction, rather renovation of existing structures and expansion of existing uses. The area
around the project site is highly developed. Cumulative project development in the area is not likely to
affect wind patterns for pedestrians on sidewalks adjacent to the project site and therefore would not
contribute to cumulative wind impacts.
The proposed project would not add net new shadow on public or publicly accessible open space and
sidewalks as the shadow from the proposed project would be on areas that are currently already shaded by
9

CADP, 2009, Fairmont Hotel Residential Project Shadow Analysis, November 30. This document is available for
review at the Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, as part of Case No.2008.0081E.
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the existing hotel tower or by other nearby structures. Given that the project area is a dense urban
environment, many of these spaces are already shaded during certain periods of the day. New projectrelated shadows from future projects would also be reviewed by the Planning Department on a case-bycase basis. The proposed project therefore would not contribute to any cumulative effects on public or
publicly accessible open space and sidewalks.

MITIGATION AND IMPROVEMENT MEASURES
As stated above on pp. IV.I-6 and IV.I-13, the proposed project would not have a substantial impact on
wind and shadow because it would not alter wind in a manner that substantially affects public areas or
create new shadow in a manner that substantially affects outdoor recreation facilities or other public areas.
Therefore, the proposed project would have less-than-significant wind or shadow impacts and no
mitigation or improvement measures would be required.
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